The advice to use humor for communica, lated to the persuasive or educational mestion enhancement has been considered in sage. several empirical studies (Berlo & Ku- Another difficulty with the research on mata, 1956; Gruner, 1965 Gruner, , 1966 . Only a humor and learning has been the method handful of studies, however, have focused of evaluating learning.
No experimenter upon the efficacy of humor for lectures in a stated exactly from where in the message teaching situation. Although several studthat test items were taken. Because of ies have shown that humor can increase this, two important questions become obattention and interest in a topic (Gruner, vious: Did any test questions assess recall 1970; Markiewicz, 1974) , comprehension of material presented immediately before and acceptance of a message have not been or after a humor item? Was humor associdemonstrated to improve when the mesated in some way with the major points on sage includes humor (Gruner, 1967 (Gruner, , 1970  which a listener was to be tested? KnowKennedy, 1972; Markiewicz, 1974 ; Taylor, ing how the humorous items in a message 1964).
correspondedto subsequent test questions One problem with humor studies that would allow a more accurate appraisal of focus on learning is determining the nahum0r's effect on learning. ture of the humor the investigators used.
The purpose of the present study was to Subjects' ratings of the perceived humorexplore the effect of two types of humor ": ousness of a message were taken in only a upon learning in a lecture situation. The minority of studies (Gruner, 1967 (Gruner, , 1970 ; two types of humor are humor related to Kennedy, 1972; Lull, 1940) . Most reports the concepts presented in the lecture (or omit discussions of fundamental queshumorous examples) and humor unrelated tions, such as how the humor was chosen to the lecture's content. The primary conin the first place and how the humor recern is to determine how varying correspondence of humor with the topics of a classroom lecture moderates the compre-A similar version of this article was presented at _ hension and retention of lecture material. Gruner, 1970; Markiewicz, 1974) , it was anticipated that using either concept or nonconcept humor would heighten interMethod est in our lecture. Greater interest due to humorous remarks could produce better attention to material Subjects and Setting after interest had been aroused. If so, students would perform better on items testing concepts preThe subjects were 508 undergraduate students at sented after a humorous instance than on material a large public university. These participants were covered prior to the use of humor. enrolled in 16 sections of introductory psychology Cover story. Immediately before viewing the and the experiment was part of their regular inlecture, the following cover story, which was signed struction. Thus, subjects were run in large groups by a member of the faculty, was read to all particiranging from 23 to 45 students. Closed-circuit videopants: _apes were customarily shown to all sections as part ofthe course instruction.
The lecture today will be a videotape on personality theories. Sometimes we present new lectures on an experimental basis. We are interested in Lecture finding out whether or not this tape provides a useful learning experience for students. To decide Subjects saw one of four versions of a 20-min.
how well the tape presents the material, we will black and white videotaped lecture about Freudian need your reactions immediately after the tape is _rsonality theory. Factual material in the lecture shown. _:amefrom the chapter on Freud presented in Hall
One set of information we would like to get and Lindzey (1970) . Points covered in the lecture from each of you is your impression of the videoincluded a biographical sketch of Freud; the contape. To do this, you will each fill out a checklist _'epts of id, ego, and superego; anxiety and defenses;
to describe the speaker and the content of his _ages of psychosexual development; neo-Freudians;
lecture. The other measure we would like from md projective techniques of personality assessment, you is your answers to a brief quiz on the lecture's content. This quiz will not count towards your class grade; we simply want an indication of how Style Manipulation effectively this tape conveyed the information. You may, however, be held responsible for some of One serious version and three humorous versions this information on your next regular quiz. ,f the lecture were recorded on videotape. The huAlthough the quiz and descriptions won't figure uorous versions included humor directly related to into your grade, please fill out your responses _ome concepts in the lecture (concept humor), hucarefully and do the best you can on the quiz. This nor unrelated to any of the concepts (nonconcept will help us make an accurate evaluation of the _umor), and a combination of some nonconcept and tape. :oncept humor (mixed humor). Six main concepts vere presented in each version and they were spaced Manipulation check. After the videotape was •venly throughout the lecture. In the concept humor played, a two-part questionnaire and an answer Jersmn, all of the concepts were illustrated by way sheet were distributed to each student. The first _fhumorous example. For the mixed humor version, section consisted of semantic differential scales denree of the six concepts were presented in the form scribing separately the speaker and the lecture. Six _f a humorous example. An Assistant Professor of word pairs taken from Smith (1959) were used to _sychology delivered all four versions of the lecture, rate the speaker and the lecture. These word pairs All humorous lines were practiced with a pilot were as follows: valuable-worthless, interesting-_.udience and delivered on videotape with appropmboring, serious-humorous, cold-hot, optimistic-pestle inflection to maximize their impact. An example simistic, and light-heavy. A numbered, five-choice Lconcept humor centered on the difficulty in interresponse space separated each word pair. Subjects _,reting sentence completion assessments of personwere instructed to mark on their answer sheet the :iity. After explaining the typical clinical procenumber of the choice in each word pair that best _ure. the lecturer offered a variety of straight and described the lecture they had seen. _umorous sentence completions. To the sentence
Comprehension check. The second part of the ,_ot "Animals . . ." the speaker responded with questionnaire was comprised of 11 multiple-choice _.care me" for the nonhumorous version and used questions on the content of the lecture. Of these _ften try to fool me" as the humorous punch line.
items, 6 focused on the six critical examples used in •_milarly, the stem "I would like..." met with '_to the concept humor version. These items were 
Results

Group Equivalence
Manipulation Checks
The present study was a quasi experiment in which treatments were allocated To assess the effectiveness of the humor to intact classes of students. To determine manipulations, mean ratings were examwhether there were preexisting differences ined for items asking where the speaker between classes, scores on tests given prior and the lecture stood on the continua serito the experiment were compared. It was ous-humorous and light-heavy. These two observed that any preexisting differences continua were selected because Smith were statistically nonsignificant.
To as-(1959) found these variables to be reliable sure that the minor preexisting differences indicators of the humorousness of amesdid not influence the interpretation of sage. Although there were some differences between huResults of test performance are premorous lecture groups (e.g., the concept sented in Table 2 . Examination of Table 2 humor lecture was slightly less effective suggests that the groups differed on perthan the other humorous presentations), formance for nonhumor items, but did not differences between the humorous groups differ for humor items. Results ofa Scheffd were trivial in comparison to the strong test revealed that those witnessing the lecdifferences between each humor group and ture containing the humorous examples the group hearing the serious presenta-(concept humor) performed least well on 
